EUROGAM
and Beyond

Fig. 1—AschematicoftheEUROGAMdetec
tor arrayfor the γ-rayspectroscopy of highly
deformednuclei.
The European Gamma Ray Microscope
(EUROGAM) is not only intended to lead
the way in a new generation of spectro
meters for nuclear structure studies but
also represents the first major ambulatory
device of its type. The detector has its
roots inthe GAMICspectrometer design
ed by Daresbury Laboratory which, with
the signature of the French-UK (CNRSSERC) agreement on 28 February 1991,
officially became the EUROGAMproject
with a budget 50 MFF. The agreement is
for four years and envisages two phases:
the first effectivelybegan inlate 1989and
involves the commissioning inthe UKof a
45 element detector arraywith a higheffi
ciency for suppressing Compton back
ground radiation. It is planned to start ex
periments inearly 1992usingDaresbury's
20 MVTandemVande Graff so proposals
for experiments will be called for in Sep
tember 1991 and evaluated by a recently
constituted international committee.
The geometry of EUROGAM(Fig. 1) is
based on a dodecahedron shape consis
ting of 12 pentagons surrounding the
target or source of γ-rays. The pentagons
are split into five irregular pentagons and
one regular pentagon, each with a Ge de
tector and a surrounding BGOshield with
10 photomultiplier tubes for suppressing
Compton background radiation (Fig. 2).
Regular pentagons are left out to provide
passages for the incoming and outgoing
heavy ion beam so there will be a total
of 70 detectors inthe final assembly.
The best response is obtained by
making each Ge detector as large as pos
sible and surrounding it with a BGOsup
pression shield. The design thus aims to
accommodate large Ge detectors and to
make efficient use of the BGOby sharing

it between neighbouring Ge detectors.
The first phase of EUROGAMwill use the
largest coaxial Ge detectors that are avai
lable (75 mmin diameter and 85 mmin
length) so, with their BGO shields, they
will have a photopeak efficiency twice
as high as the Ge detectors used in the
first generation of 4π γ-rayspectrometers
(OSIRIS, Château de Cristal, TESSA-3,
NORDBALL).
EUROGAMPhase 2
Phase 2 starts in January 1993 when
EUROGAMis transferred to CERNStras
bourg in France, where experiments will
continue using the new 35 MVVivatron
accelerator. An improved energy resolu
tion and a two-fold increase in γ coinci
dence measurement will be achieved by
keeping 30 of the Phase 1detectors, and
by installing 30 to 48 detector modules
of a newtype (aclover leaf shaped cluster
of four Ge detectors being developed in
France) in a configuration with a high
granulometry (see below) at scattering
angles of around 90°. Phase 2 will thus
allowthe measurement of very lowinten
sity γ-raytransitions where a high coinci
dence level n is needed (the aimis 6-fold
events, up from 4-fold in Phase 1 and
2-fold today).
The optimization of EUROGAMis thus
being accompanied by developments in
several technical fields (highlyefficient Ge
detectors, integrated electronics based on
hybrid, SMD and VLSI circuits, and the
new VXI standard, data analysis using,
for example, workstations). Increasingthe
number of detectors will provide a very
significant increase in the array efficien
cy in order to measure the multipolarity
of γ-ray transitions with very low inten-

Fig. 2—Aprototypeof oneof the 12penta
gons (1mlarge)that makeuptheEUROGAM
array. Shownistheoutersurfacewithfiveirre
gularpentagons andone regularpentagon at
the centre. A ringof 10photomultiplier tubes
is mounted on a bismuth germinate (BGO)
shield in each of five of the pentagons. The
pentagon on the bottomleft is hidden by the
dewar of a Ge detector, a cross-section of
whichItotheleft)illustratesthecoaxialdetec
torwithitslargeGecrystalandashieldofvery
denseBGOscintillator. Escapesuppressionof
Comptonscatteringisachievedbyusingonly
those signals fromthe Gedetector whichare
notincoincidencewithanyescapingradiation
pickedupbytheBGOshield, thusenablingthe
selection of those events where ay-ray from
the target looses all its energyinthe Ge.
sity levels.
The construction of EUROGAM, along
with the scientific preparation for the first
experiments, are greatly enhanced bythe
complementary strengths of the coopera
tion without loosing the potential for an
even larger European collaboration in
some future project such as EUROBALL
(see below). Some 80 scientists split bet
ween sixFrench centres and three British
laboratories participate, with lively inter
change between the two countries. Seve
ral Greek scientists have been closely
associated with Phase 1and a number of
other European groups have indicated
their intention to participate in Phase 2.
EUROBALL
The EUROBALL collaboration was for
medwiththe aimof ensuringthat the next
generation of multi-detector γ-ray spec
trometers can be constructed in Europe
and become available to the whole γ-ray
spectroscopycommunity. The EUROBALL
Steering Committee recommends that to
achievethis goal the EUROBALLarraywill
be modular in design and use the EUROGAMframe to ensure that both currently
available and advanced detectors can be
incorporated. Mobility is an essential fea
ture as the concept isto continue develo
ping more efficient detector modules at
several centres, and to have EUROBALL
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Fig. 3 —Cross-sections through advanced
composite detectors. a, left) CLUSTER with
seven tapered, vacuum canned Ge detector
crystals and a common BGO suppression
shield. b, right) Stackedconfiguration.
move between sites offering complemen
tary beams and facilities so that different
experiments could be set up.
Composite Detectors
The most important parameter of a
γ-ray detection systemis the total photo
peak detection efficiency PTwhich must
be maximized at the same time as the
energy resolution and detector response.
The inherent energy resolution of a Ge
detector can only be approached if the
Doppler shift is minimized by having a
small solid angle for each detector [i.e. a
high granularity), a quality which is also
neededto reduce multiple hits inevents of

large multiplicity Marising in studies of
superdeformed nuclei. To maximize PT,
the total solid angleωof the Ge detectors
should approach 4πand each Ge detector
must have the largest possible photopeak
efficiency P1. Toavoid pile-up effects due
to high γ multiplicity, a rule of thumb is
that the optimum number of detector
modules made from large Ge crystals
should be about 2M.
The ideal Ge detector has been calcu
lated to have a 10 times larger volume
than is currently available. A way to ap
proachthis isto pack several detectors to
forma composite (Fig. 3), the basic idea
being to increase P1by summing signals
fromneighbouring Ge crystals. Instead of
the classical coaxial Ge detector module
for nuclear structure studies comprising a
large Ge crystal surrounded by a BGO
scintillator shield (Fig. 2), the Phase 2 up
gradeof EUROGAMas well as aneventual
EUROBALL project will therefore exploit
composite detector modules.
Ofthe various composite detectors (e.g.
clover, stacked, cluster, etc. —Fig. 3), a
clover prototype is at the most advanced
stage of development. Meanwhile, a Ger
man team is developing a CLUSTER mo
dule consisting of seven, vacuumcanned,
hexagonal, tapered Ge detectors sur
rounded by a common BGOsuppression
shield. It has the same energy and time
resolution as the classical coaxial and
EUROGAMPhase 1 clover modules, but
the increase in ω would result in an ap
proximately two-fold increase in P1 for
CLUSTERrelative to the clover module.
Replacing the Phase 1 Ge detectors
with CLUSTER detectors in the standar
dized EUROGAMdetector configuration
with its close to 70 detector modules is
estimated to raise PT,the total photopeak

efficiency for the array, to = 17% (for a
γ-rayenergy of 1MeVwith M= 30) from
0.65, 5.2 and 9.8%for the present gene
ration, EUROGAM Phase 1 and EURO
GAM Phase 2 arrays, respectively. The
actual performance improvement would
be even larger as it scales as Pn.
The EUROBALL Working Committee
has proposed a first step involving a 1π
solid angle using 15 CLUSTER detectors
at backward scattering angles (EURO
CLUSTER) for workwith relativistic heavy
ions. This arrangement would give PT~
6% for events of small multiplicity but
with a much higher granularity than is
needed insuperdeformed nucleus studies
to handle the large recoil velocities. An
alternativethat isbeingexplored istotake
the German-developed cluster detectors
to EUROGAMat Strasbourg.
A next step could then be to fill the
remaining faces with the best of Europe's
available detectors, which could come
from any of the present generation of
spectrometers (EUROGAM; GASP — a
45 detector array with PT~ 4% under
construction at INFN, Legnaro, Italy for
superdeformed nucleus studies; and
DECA—a 10 detector array with PT~
2%under construction at GSI Darmstadt,
Germany for high recoil velocity expe
riments). The outcome would be a 4π
spectrometer with a significantly better
performance (PT= 12% at M = 30 for
a 1 MeV γ-ray energy) than the Ameri
can GAMMASPHERE (PT~ 10.5%), fun
dingfor which was approved last Septem
ber. Byallowingthe measurement of highenergy γ-rays (PTat 12 MeV would be
roughlythe same as today's efficiencyfor
1MeV), the aimwould be to extend γ-ray
spectroscopy to the light nuclei where
full-shell calculations are possible.

Aligning Science and Religion
Professor Sir Neville Mott, an Honourary
Member of EPS, is well known as an out
standingBritish, Europeanandinternational
solid state physicist, as a Nobel Laureate
and beyond this as a remarkable person
with authority in the fields of education,
weapons control and several other aspects
of publiclife. Hehas presentedthe religious
quintessence of "a lifeinscience" inabook
bythe sametitle [Mott N., ALifeof Science
(Taylor &Francis, London) 1986] which is
highly relevant to other scientists in this
century.
"Not brought up in any religious faith"
and involved ina brilliant career inscience,
he "had little interest in religion until the
age of about 50" when he was invited in
1957togivealectureinthe CambridgeUni
versity church on "Religion and the Scien
tist". Heprepareditsocarefullyandconvin
cingly, that hewas toconcern himself more
and more with the topic in lectures, study
groups and publications. He nowplays "a
considerable part in the life of the local
church", accepted as a critical believer in
the village to which he retired.
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His latest book "Why Scientists Belie
ve?" [Ed.: Mott N., (James &James, Lon
don) 1990] arose from a friend's casual
request that developed intoa series of invi
ted essays bycolleagues and other leading
scientists. Thebookhasgeneratedconside
rable interest throughout Europe, including
publicdebates andthe possibilityofatrans
lation to German. He himself wrote on
miracles, whichhecalls "part ofthe culture
of the 1st century", as they represent his
ownpersonal "stumbling block". Professor
Siegfried Methfessel fromBochum, Germa
ny, a friend and himself an eminent physi
cist, summarizes the book's main themes.

Sir Neville Mott

Can Scientists Believe?
The western world entered the 20th
century with the proud faith that science
has an unlimited capability to reduce
everything, even religion, to chemistry,
physics and, finally, to the motions of
atoms and electrons, which can, in prin
ciple, be controlledthrough, and predicted

by, mathematical equations. At best, a
fewas yet unexplained areas, rapidly de
creasing in number, were reserved for a
"God ofthe Gap" [1, 8]. Now, towards the
end of this century, we have learned pain
fullythat science and rational arguments
are not remedies for everything; that the

